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Embracing mobile technology  
is critical to staying competitive.

We’ve combined cutting edge smart 
mobile technology from Samsung® 
with the unparalleled shipping 
knowledge of Pitney Bowes.

The result: An easy-to-use tablet, 
digital scale and label printer that 
lets anyone — even those who’ve 
never shipped before — confidently 
weigh, compare prices, print and 
save every time.

Familiar meets
innovative.
Introducing the SendPro® Tablet.

Tablet pictured above is for illustrative purposes only.
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Easily manage shipping from 
anywhere in the office.
SendPro® Tablet, our easy-to-use 
hardware and software sending 
solution, enables shipping from 
virtually anywhere within your office.

• Weigh packages up to 70lbs with 
the external scale.

• Quickly print shipping labels using 
the Bluetooth-enabled label printer.

• Compare prices, track sending 
activity, and save more money 
with integrated apps. 

• Manage sending from any 
computer with access to 
SendPro® Online. of SMEs save over  

150 hours a year by  
using mobile technology

67++I66.7%
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• Easily compare rates across multiple 
carriers (USPS®, UPS®, and FedEx®) 
with the Rate Selector

• Get automatic savings with pre-
negotiated carrier rates all from a 
single web interface.

• The easy-to-use, integrated 
address book works seamlessly 
across carriers and accurately 
verifies addresses before you send.

• Automatically track packages 
and view consolidated history 
in one report.

Compare, verify and track with ease.
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Boost your business’ productivity 
with the latest technology.

• Automatically populate address 
fields with embedded camera.

• Built-in voice activated presets enable 
you to ship with simple commands. 

• Track shipments and spend in 
real-time with the on-device apps.

• Protect your privacy with Samsung 
Knox, the built-in security platform.

Streamline shipping processes  
with integrated smart features.

Tablet pictured below is for illustrative purposes only.

Boost your business’ 
productivity with the 
latest technology.
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As part of your SendPro Tablet solution, 
you’ll also get access to SendPro Online.

• Manage USPS®, FedEx®, and UPS® 
all from a single web interface.

• Print shipping labels right from 
your computer.

• The easy-to-use, integrated address 
book works seamlessly across 
carriers and accurately verifies 
addresses before you send.

• Automatically track packages and view 
consolidated history in one report.

• Take control by accessing precise 
shipping history that gives users 
complete spend information.

Manage sending with SendPro® Online.
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SendPro® Tablet 

Operating system Android OS with restricted access (SendPro only)

Display

Resolution: 1920 x 1200 (WUXGA) 
Main Display Size: 10.5” 
Technology: TFT 
Color depth: 16M

Processor speed OctaCore (1.8GHz Octa), Qualcomm SDA450

Connectivity
Wi-Fi: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 2.4+5GHz.  
USB: Type-C (2.0)

Bluetooth v4.2

Size/Weight 10.23” x 6.33” x 0.31”; 1.17 lbs

Battery type/Size Li-Ion 7300mAh

Internet use time Up to 15 hours

Memory Internal: 3GB(RAM) + 32GB

Capacity MicroSD up to 400GB

Bluetooth-enabled label printer Included

External scale Up to 70 lbs, included

Protective rugged case Optional

Experience the smarter 
way to ship today.
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Experience the smarter way to ship today. 

For more information on the innovative SendPro Tablet,  
visit us online at pitneybowes.com

United States
3001 Summer Street
Stamford, CT 06926-0700

http://pitneybowes.com

